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APAC Data Use Agreement Amendment – Limited of Custom Data Sets 
Instructions 
Use this form for amendments or renewals of Limited or Custom All Payer All Claims (APAC) data request 
applications that have been submitted, approved, and have an executed Data Use Agreement. If you have 
not received an Application Number and wish to make changes to your submitted application, please 
contact Apac.Admin@dhsoha.state.or.us. 
 
The Application Number and Applicant Name must match the information from the original application 
and Data Use Agreement. Please list changes in the appropriate section and provide sufficient details to 
allow staff to evaluate the request. All changes supersede the original application and Data Use 
Agreement. 
 
Send this completed form to: 
  


APAC.Admin@dhsoha.state.or.us 
Or 
Office of Health Analytics - APAC 
421 SW Oak Street, Suite 850 
Portland, OR 97204 


 
 


If you have questions while completing this application, please follow these steps: 
 
1. Visit the APAC website for more information about the APAC Reporting Program at  


http://www.oregon.gov/oha/HPA/ANALYTICS/Pages/All-Payer-All-Claims.aspx. 
 


2. Visit the APAC Data Request page for more information about the data request process at 
http://www.oregon.gov/oha/HPA/ANALYTICS/Pages/APAC-Data-Requests.aspx. 


 
3. Review the APAC Frequently Asked Questions to determine if your question has been answered 


there. 
 


4. If you still have questions,  
a. Direct questions about APAC or this application to: APAC.Admin@dhsoha.state.or.us 
b. Direct data privacy questions to: dhsprivacy.help@state.or.us 
c. Direct data security questions to:  dhsinfo.security@state.or.us 
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 Kate Brown, Governor 
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Portland, OR 97204 
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SECTION 1: PROJECT INFORMATION 


1.1 Contact Information: Please provide the project contact information below. 


Applicant name:     
(must be the same applicant of original project) 


Application Number 
(example: APACYYYYXXXX or XXXX_description_of_project): 


Organization:     


Address:     


Zip:  City:                        State: 


Phone:   


Email:   


Original Application Date:    


Is this an amendment (changes to the application—including revising project staff, request of additional 
data not specified in original application, etc.) or a renewal of an expiring Data Use Agreement or 
Institutional Review Board approval without any changes to the original application?  Please choose 
only one.  An amendment will also renew the Data Use Agreement. 


Amendment   ☐    Please continue to Section 2 


Renewal  ☐    Please continue to Section 3 
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SECTION 2: AMENDMENT 


(Skip this section and proceed to Section 3 if you are renewing an executed Data Use Agreement that is 
about to expire and not requesting further changes to the content of the original application.  This 
amendment form may only be used to add or remove staff members working on the project or to request 
additional data.) 


2.1 List any additional staff that will be working on the project.  


Name:  Role:   Email:  


The undersigned individual has read and is hereby bound by all terms and conditions of the original 
Data Use Agreement referenced in Section 1 of this amendment. 


_______________________________________  _________________ 
Signature   Date 


Name:  Role:  Email:  


The undersigned individual has read and is hereby bound by all terms and conditions of the original 
Data Use Agreement referenced in Section 1 of this amendment. 


_______________________________________  _________________ 
Signature   Date 


Name:  Role:  Email:  


The undersigned individual has read and is hereby bound by all terms and conditions of the original 
Data Use Agreement referenced in Section 1 of this amendment. 


_______________________________________  _________________ 
Signature   Date 


Name:  Role:  Email:  


The undersigned individual has read and is hereby bound by all terms and conditions of the original 
Data Use Agreement referenced in Section 1 of this amendment. 


_______________________________________  _________________ 
Signature   Date 
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2.2 List any staff that will no longer be working on the project: 


Name:  Role:  


Name:  Role:  


Name:  Role:  


Name:  Role:  


Name:  Role:  


2.3 What is the reason for the amendment? 


2.4 Did the original application include an Institutional Review Board review and approval? 
Yes ☐   No ☐ 
(If no, proceed to question 2.7) 


2.5 Is the amendment within the scope of the original IRB approval? 
Yes ☐   No ☐ 
If yes, please explain:     


If no, requestor must submit new application, not an amendment. 


2.6 Is an amended IRB approval attached?  (An amended IRB approval is required for any 
amendments to the scope of the project.) 
Yes ☐   No ☐ 


Date amended IRB approval expires: ___________________ 


2.7 Are you requesting additional data files, data elements, or years of data? 
Yes ☐   No ☐ 
(If yes, proceed to questions 2.8-11.  If no, skip questions 2.8-11.) 
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2.8 Limited Data Sets: In the table below, indicate which additional data file(s) you are requesting.  
Refer to the Data Element Workbook for more information about the data elements included in 
each Limited data set. Please note: OHA will only provide the minimum necessary required data for 
the project at hand. In other words, you will only receive those data elements that you request and 
adequately justify.   


a. Are you requesting a Limited data set? 
☐ Yes            ☐ No  
If yes, please complete parts b and c below. 


 
b. In the table below, indicate which Limited data file(s) you are requesting (refer to 


Question 2.11 for the cost of each file).  
 


 
Payer 


All 
Payers1 Medicaid Medicare 


Advantage 
Commercial 
Insurance 


OEBB/ 
PEBB 


Medicare 
FFS2 


Claim
s Data File 


Episodes of Care3 ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
All Medical Claims4 ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 


Hospital Inpatient 
Claims ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
Emergency 
Department Claims ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
Ambulatory Surgery 
Claims ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
Ambulatory 
Outpatient Claims ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 


All Pharmacy Claims5 ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 


 
c. Please indicate the year(s) requested for the data files selected above.  


☐ 2011        ☐ 2012         ☐ 2013        ☐ 2014        ☐ 2015        ☐ 2016 
 


                                                 
1 All Payers includes Medicaid, Medicare Advantage, and Commercial Insurance (including OEBB/PEBB). 
2 Medicare FFS data will only be given to projects in which OHA is funding and directing. Projects requesting 
Medicare FFS data will also need to be approved by requester’s Institutional Review Board. 
3 Episodes of Care file contains all medical claims, all pharmacy claims, and fields from the Medical Episode 
Grouper (MEG).  MEG is a proprietary grouping algorithm that creates episodes that describe a patient’s complete 
course of care for a single illness or condition. If requesting Episodes of Care file, no other data file is needed. 
4 All Medical Claims file includes hospital inpatient, emergency department, ambulatory surgery and ambulatory 
outpatient claims, and other hospital treatment settings. If requesting all medical claims, you do not need to 
request these other data sets. 
5 All Pharmacy Claims file contains only pharmacy claims. 



http://www.oregon.gov/oha/HPA/ANALYTICS/APAC%20Page%20Docs/Data-Elements-Workbook.xls
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2.9 Custom Data Sets: Refer to the Data Elements Collected by APAC section of the Data User 
Guide for a list of data elements available.  Please note: OHA will only provide the minimum 
necessary data for the project.  In other words, you will only receive those data elements that you 
request and adequately justify. 
a. Are you requesting a Custom data set? 


☐ Yes            ☐ No  
 


2.10 Data Element Workbook: For both Limited and Custom data set amendment requests, 
please complete the Data Element Workbook according to the instructions on the “Instructions” 
tab and attach it to this amendment. 


☐ Data Element Workbook completed and attached, including justifications for each 
element requested and payers tab completed. 
 
  



http://www.oregon.gov/oha/HPA/ANALYTICS/APAC%20Page%20Docs/APAC-Data-User-Guide.pdf

http://www.oregon.gov/oha/HPA/ANALYTICS/APAC%20Page%20Docs/APAC-Data-User-Guide.pdf
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2.11 Cost of Data: If requesting additional data from the Limited data set, please calculate the 
cost below. (This table should match the files/years selected in Questions 2.8b and 2.8c.)  Please 
include payment with the application.  Checks should be made to Oregon Health Authority and 
will not be cashed until application is approved.  If requesting a Custom data set, an invoice will be 
sent if/when OHA approves request.   


 
 Payers 


All 
Payers Medicaid Medicare 


Advantage 
Commercial 
Insurance 


OEBB/ 
PEBB 


Medicare 
FFS 


 


Claim
s D


ata File 


  Episodes of Care ☐ $3,000 ☐ $1,000 ☐ $1,000 ☐ $1,000 ☐ $1,000 ☐ $1,000 


All Medical Claims ☐ $1,500 ☐ $500 ☐ $500 ☐ $500 ☐ $500 ☐ $500 


Hospital Inpatient Claims ☐ $375 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 


Emergency Department 
Claims 


☐ $375 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 


Ambulatory Surgery 
Claims 


☐ $375 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 


Ambulatory Outpatient 
Claims 


☐ $375 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 ☐ $125 


All Pharmacy Claims ☐ $1,500 ☐ $500 ☐ $500 ☐ $500 ☐ $500 ☐ $500 


a. Total each column       


b. Add column totals  


c. Enter number of years of 
data requested (Q2.8.c) 


 


d. Multiply rows b and c  


e. OHA Production Cost $560 


f. Add rows d and e for Total 
Payment 


 


☐ Check box if payment is not included because Custom data set is requested. 
 


☐ Check box if payment is not included for another reason.  Please explain.
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SECTION 3: RENEWAL 
 
Please check the appropriate boxes.  This section is for those renewing an existing Data Use Agreement or 
Institutional Review Board approval that is about to expire without requesting further changes to the 
content of the original application. 
 


 OHA Data Use Agreement Renewal (for applicants in which the OHA Data Use Agreement 
is about to expire) 


By checking the above box, applicant hereby attests that the project shall continue to be 
conducted as specified in the Data Use Agreement referenced in Section 1 and the project 
has been renewed by Principal Investigator’s Institutional Review Board, if applicable. (If 
original application required Institutional Review Board approval, an amended 
Institutional Review Board approval is required for renewal outside the original 
Institutional Review Board approval timeframe.)   


Amended Institutional Review Board approval documentation is attached. ☐   
Original Institutional Review Board approval is still valid for more than 3 months.  ☐   
Original application did not include Institutional Review Board approval. ☐  
 
 


 Institutional Review Board Approval Renewal (for applicants in which the OHA Data Use 
Agreement is still valid, but the original Institutional Review Board approval is about to 
expire) 


By checking the above box, applicant hereby attests that the project shall continue to be 
conducted as specified in the Data Use Agreement referenced in Section 1 and the project 
has been renewed by applicant’s Institutional Review Board. (Amended Institutional 
Review Board approval is required for renewal outside the original Institutional Review 
Board approval timeframe.)   


Amended Institutional Review Board documentation is attached. ☐   
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Section 4: Signatures 
Except as expressly amended above, all other terms and conditions of the Data Use Agreement and any 
previous amendments are still in full force and effect. Data Recipient certifies that any representations, 
warranties and certifications contained in the Data Use Agreement are true and correct as of the 
effective date of this amendment and with the same effect as though made at the time of this 
amendment. This amendment shall be effective as of the date signed by OHA.  The ability of Data 
Recipient to use the Data under this amendment is valid for two years from the effective date.  


SIGNATURES: 


 


________________________________   _____________________ 
Data Recipient authorized signature    Date 


________________________________   _____________________ 
Printed name      Title 


 
 
 


________________________________   _____________________ 
OHA authorized signature     Date 


________________________________   _____________________ 
Printed name      Title 


 
 


Return completed form to APAC.Admin@dhsoha.state.or.us. 
 
Completed form may also be printed and mailed to: 
APAC Program Manager 
Office of Health Analytics 
421 SW Oak St., Suite 850 - APAC 
Portland, OR 97204 



mailto:APAC.Admin@dhsoha.state.or.us



		Applicant name: Annick Benson

		Application Number example APACYYYYXXXX or XXXXdescriptionofproject: APAC20150001-Schafer_PublicHealth

		Organization: Oregon Health Authority, Public Health Division, Center for Public Health Practice, HST Section

		Address: 800 NE Oregon St., Suite 1105

		City: Portland

		State: Oregon

		Zip: 97232

		Phone: 971-673-0142

		Email: annick.benson@dhsoha.state.or.us

		Original Application Date: April 17, 2015

		Please continue to Section 2: On

		Please continue to Section 3: Off

		Name: 

		Role: 

		Email_2: 

		Date: 

		Name_2: 

		Role_2: 

		Email_3: 

		Date_2: 

		Name_3: 

		Role_3: 

		Email_4: 

		Date_3: 

		Name_4: 

		Role_4: 

		Email_5: 

		Date_4: 

		24 Did the original application include an Institutional Review Board review and approval: No

		25 Is the amendment within the scope of the original IRB approval: Off

		amendments to the scope of the project: Off

		Date amended IRB approval expires: 

		27 Are you requesting additional data files data elements or years of data: Yes_4

		If yes please complete parts b and c below: No_5

		All Payers1Episodes of Care3: 

		MedicaidEpisodes of Care3: 

		Medicare AdvantageEpisodes of Care3: 

		Commercial InsuranceEpisodes of Care3: 

		OEBB PEBBEpisodes of Care3: 

		Medicare FFS2Episodes of Care3: 

		All Payers1All Medical Claims4: 

		MedicaidAll Medical Claims4: 

		Medicare AdvantageAll Medical Claims4: 

		Commercial InsuranceAll Medical Claims4: 

		OEBB PEBBAll Medical Claims4: 

		Medicare FFS2All Medical Claims4: 

		All Payers1Hospital Inpatient Claims: 

		MedicaidHospital Inpatient Claims: 

		Medicare AdvantageHospital Inpatient Claims: 

		Commercial InsuranceHospital Inpatient Claims: 

		OEBB PEBBHospital Inpatient Claims: 

		Medicare FFS2Hospital Inpatient Claims: 

		All Payers1Emergency Department Claims: 

		MedicaidEmergency Department Claims: 

		Medicare AdvantageEmergency Department Claims: 

		Commercial InsuranceEmergency Department Claims: 

		OEBB PEBBEmergency Department Claims: 

		Medicare FFS2Emergency Department Claims: 

		All Payers1Ambulatory Surgery Claims: 

		MedicaidAmbulatory Surgery Claims: 

		Medicare AdvantageAmbulatory Surgery Claims: 

		Commercial InsuranceAmbulatory Surgery Claims: 

		OEBB PEBBAmbulatory Surgery Claims: 

		Medicare FFS2Ambulatory Surgery Claims: 

		All Payers1Ambulatory Outpatient Claims: 

		MedicaidAmbulatory Outpatient Claims: 

		Medicare AdvantageAmbulatory Outpatient Claims: 

		Commercial InsuranceAmbulatory Outpatient Claims: 

		OEBB PEBBAmbulatory Outpatient Claims: 

		Medicare FFS2Ambulatory Outpatient Claims: 

		All Payers1All Pharmacy Claims5: 

		MedicaidAll Pharmacy Claims5: 

		Medicare AdvantageAll Pharmacy Claims5: 

		Commercial InsuranceAll Pharmacy Claims5: 

		OEBB PEBBAll Pharmacy Claims5: 

		Medicare FFS2All Pharmacy Claims5: 

		Are you requesting a Custom data set: Yes_6

		Data Element Workbook completed and attached including justifications for each: On

		3000: Off

		1000: Off

		1000_2: Off

		1000_3: Off

		1000_4: Off

		1000_5: Off

		1500: Off

		500: Off

		500_2: Off

		undefined: Off

		500_4: Off

		500_5: Off

		375: Off

		125: Off

		125_2: Off

		undefined_2: Off

		125_4: Off

		125_5: Off

		375_2: Off

		125_6: Off

		125_7: Off

		undefined_3: Off

		125_8: Off

		125_9: Off

		375_3: Off

		125_11: Off

		125_12: Off

		undefined_4: Off

		125_13: Off

		125_14: Off

		375_4: Off

		125_16: Off

		125_17: Off

		undefined_5: Off

		125_18: Off

		125_19: Off

		1500_2: Off

		500_6: Off

		500_7: Off

		500_8: Off

		500_9: Off

		500_10: Off

		1500a Total each column: 

		500a Total each column: 

		500a Total each column_2: 

		500a Total each column_3: 

		500a Total each column_4: 

		500a Total each column_5: 

		b Add column totals: 

		c Enter number of years of data requested Q28c: 

		d Multiply rows b and c: 

		560f Add rows d and e for Total Payment: 

		Check box if payment is not included because Custom data set is requested: Off

		Check box if payment is not included for another reason  Please explain: On

		content of the original application: 

		Amended Institutional Review Board approval documentation is attached: Off

		Original Institutional Review Board approval is still valid for more than 3 months: Off

		Original application did not include Institutional Review Board approval: Off

		undefined_6: 

		Amended Institutional Review Board documentation is attached: Off

		Printed name: 

		Date_5: 

		Title: HST Section Manager

		Date_6: 

		Title_2: 

		Signature72_es_:signer:signature: 

		Signature73_es_:signer:signature: 

		Signature74_es_:signer:signature: 

		Signature75_es_:signer:signature: 

		Signature77_es_:signer:signature: 

		Text78: 

		Text79: 

		Text80: 

		Text81: 

		Text82: 

		Text83: 

		Text84: 

		Text85: 

		Text86: 

		Text87: 

		reason: Requesting a refresh of the data to include 2016. 

		IRB scope: 

		printed name: Annick Benson-Scott

		explain payment: OHA entity

		2011: Yes

		2012: Yes

		2013: Yes

		2014: Yes

		2015: Yes

		2016: Yes

				2018-05-21T10:31:02-0700

		Annick J Benson-Scott












Appendix G – Staff checklist and Minimum Necessary Review (MNR) for amendments or renewals  


Staff Reviewer:  Mary Ann Evans 


Agreement Number:  3625_APAC_PID_Public_Health 


Purpose  
The purpose of the staff checklist for amendment or renewals is to assess whether applicant completely 
and adequately filled out the amendment form. 


 
Instructions  
Complete all sections.   If you check “no” on any question, please detail in the “notes” section of the 
same row why you checked “no” and what applicant must do in order to receive a “yes”. 


1.  


Task Yes No N/A Notes 


Agreement number entered? x    


Does agreement number and applicant 


listed in amendment/renewal match the 


agreement number and applicant in 


original application?  


x    


Did applicant choose either 


“Amendment” or “Renewal”? 


x    


Section 2 – Amendment (Must go to 


DRC for review) 


    


Have all additional staff signed stating 


they have read and are bound to the 


terms of the original DUA? 


  x  


If original application included IRB 


approval, does the amendment fall 


inside the scope of the original IRB 


approval? 


  x  


Does IRB approval have 


more than 3 months left?  


(Can be either the original 


IRB sent with original 


application is valid for more 


than 3 months or an 


amended IRB is attached 


and is valid for more than 3 


months) 


  x  







If amended IRB approval 


is attached, does IRB 


application number on 


amendment match IRB 


application number on 


original IRB approval? 


    


If requesting new/more data, is Data 


Element Workbook attached? 


x    


Do all requested elements have 


a year requested, filters applied 


and justification response in 


Data Element Workbook? 


x    


If requesting a limited 


data set, does Data 


Element Workbook align 


with response in 2.8b-c? 


  x  


If requesting a custom 


data set, is it clear what 


elements are being 


requested? 


x    


Is the Payers tab completed in 


the Data Element Workbook? 


x    


If requesting Medicare 


FFS data, is the project 


at least partially funded 


and directed by OHA? 


(Per our DUA with CMS, 


Medicare FFS data may 


be shared outside of 


OHA for research only if 


OHA is partially funding 


and directing the 


project.) 


x    


If requesting a limited 


data set, does Payers 


tab align with response 


in 2.8b? 


  x  


If requesting a custom 


data set, is it clear what 


x    







payers are being 


requested? 


If Limited data is being requested, is 


payment included 


  x  


Do 2.8b and 2.8c correspond 


with the files selected and the 


number of year input in row c of 


the payment table?  


  x  


Is cost calculated correctly?   x  


Passes Minimum Necessary Review?  x    


Adequately justified each data 


element requested (provide 


rationale and list any data 


elements not adequately 


justified in notes)? 


x    


Adequately described filters and 


algorithms for including and 


excluding claim lines (provide 


rationale and list strengths and 


weaknesses of algorithms in 


notes)? 


x    


Consider the elements 


requested and whether 


additional elements can be 


excluded, redacted, or 


additionally filtered without 


unreasonably impairing the 


ability to accomplish the project 


purposes.  Is data requested the 


minimum necessary?  (If no, 


identify data elements that may 


be excluded, redacted or 


additionally filtered in notes.) 


x    


Section 3 – Renewal (DUAs can be 


renewed without DRC approval) 


    


If applicant is renewing OHA agreement, 


does applicant include proper IRB 


documentation if necessary?  (In notes, 


please state whether an amended IRB 


  x  







approval is attached, the original IRB is 


still valid, or original application did not 


include an IRB approval.)  


If applicant is renewing IRB approval, did 


applicant include renewed IRB approval? 


  x  


Does IRB application number on 


renewal memo match IRB 


application number on original 


IRB approval? 


  x  


Signatures     


Is amendment signed? x    


 


 








Appendix D—Staff review for DRC (standardized for all Health Analytics’ data requests) 


Office of Health Analytics      Application Number: 3625 


Staff Review Checklist 


Staff Name:  Mary Ann Evans 


1. Data Source(s) Requested: 


 APAC  


   


   


   


   


   


2. Application materials included: 


Application     Y  


Payment     N/A 


Data Elements Worksheet   Y  


IRB Approval    N/A 


DUA     N  


3. Has the requestor provided an overview of the project and adequately explained the need for the 


data? Y  


 


Notes: 


 


4. Has the requestor adequately justified the need for the specific data files and elements requested?  


Y  


Notes:  


5. Has the requestor asked for the minimum necessary data to accomplish the stated purpose? Y N  


 


Notes:   


 


6. Has the requestor adequately described safeguards in place to protect the data and comply with 


privacy and security requirements? Y  


Notes: 


7. Recommendation for request:  Approve   








See Filters tab for sample filters.


Element Requested Years Requested Filters Applied Justification Extract Column Name Long Name Description


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines clmid Claim ID Key that represents a unique Claim ID.


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines line Claim line Unique number within a claim identifying it as a unique service line item.


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines clmstatus Claim status Indicates the state of the claim, e.g. paid, denied, etc. 


cob COB status Indicates whether claim is a Coordination of Benefits claim.


X 2011-2016


Needed to deduplicate people with multiple types of 


insurance paytype Payer type
Type of payer that paid the claim, e.g. carrier, third party administrator, etc.


X 2011-2016


Needed to deduplicate people with multiple types of 


insurance prod Product code


Insurance type or product code that indicates the type of insurance coverage 


the individual has.


payer APAC Payer
Line of business category of the payer that paid the claim, e.g. Medicaid fee-


for-service, Medicare Advantage, etc.


medflag Medical coverage flag


Flag indicating if the claim has a valid Medical Member Month record in 


eligibility for the month associated with the incurred date of the claim. 


rxflag Pharmacy coverage flag


Flag indicating if the claim has a valid Pharmacy Member Month record in 


eligibility for the month associated with the incurred date of the claim. 


ohvmhflag High value medical home flag


Indicates if individual is in high value medical home. Field is only populated 


for participants in OHLC high value medical home initiative.  Values are Y or 


N.


pebb PEBB flag


Indicates if member of the claim was associated with Public Employee 


Benefits Board group during the date of service.


oebb OEBB flag


Indicates if member of the claim was associated with Oregon Educators 


Benefits Board group during the date of service.


X 2011-2016 Needed to deduplicate the claims in the database patid Encrypted patient ID


Unique member key for a person who is or was enrolled in a health insurance 


plan. The member is the person who has received the service. The same 


individual has a unique patid for each insurance plan.


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines personkey Unique person identifier


Unique person key to identify the same individual who is reported by multiple 


payers or with different member IDs from the same payer. The same 


individual has one unique personkey across all payers.


X 2011-2016


Filter based off gender, only giving 


us women 


Needed to chisel our data down to our population of 


interest gender Gender
Member's gender.


X 2011-2016


Need only those ages 15-44 at the 


time of visit Needed to define ages in terms risk groups yob Birth year
Year associated with the member's date of birth.


X 2011-2016 Needed to identify groups of women at highter risk race Race Member race.


X 2011-2016 Needed to identify groups of women at highter risk ethn Ethnicity Member ethnicity. 


X 2011-2016 Needed to identify groups of women at highter risk lang Primary spoken language Member language.  


X 2011-2016 Needed to identify groups of women at highter risk msa Member MSA code


5 character code that the member resides in as defined by the Office of 


Management and Budget.


Episodes of Care File (Limited)


The following data elements are available in the limited data set Episodes of Care file. Requesters must choose which data elements from this data set they are requesting, and justify the request for each individual element. Elements shaded in grey are recommended for all requests, as 


they are necessary to properly interpret duplicate claims lines. Requesters should request these elements by completing columns A-C; column D is pre-populated for these elements.  If for any reason you do not wish to receive these recommended elements, delete the pre-populated 


justification in column D.


Please Note:  The Episodes of Care file contains All Medical Claims, All Pharmacy Claims and fields from the Medical Episode Grouper (MEG). MEG is a proprietary grouping algorithm that creates episodes that describe a patient’s complete course of care for a single illness or 


condition. If you request the Episodes of Care file, you do NOT need to request any other data set.


Justify why each element requested is necessary. If 


you do not wish to receive recommended (shaded) 


elements, delete the pre-populated justification.


If requesting a limited data set, you must also complete the Payers tab.


See Instructions tab for further instructions and information about recommended elements.


Description of data


Mark each element you are 


requesting with "X", including 


shaded elements. Shaded elements 


are recommended for all requests.


Specify filters for each element 


requested, if applicable. Column name that will 


appear as the column 


header in the extract file


Indicate year(s) for 


each element 


requested. Name







Element Requested Years Requested Filters Applied Justification Extract Column Name Long Name Description


X 2011-2016 Only need OR residents Needed to calculate incicence rates of PID in Oregon state Member state
Two digit abbreviation representing the state of the member's address.


X 2011-2016 Needed to calculate number of cases by zipcode zip Member zip code 5 digit ZIP code of the member's address.


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines fromdate From date


For services that span more than one day, such as inpatient hospital stays, 


this is the first date of a service. For services that do not span more than one 


day, it is the date of service. This date is from the date of service as supplied 


on detail claims lines. For pharmacy claims, this is the filled date.


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines todate To date


For services that span more than one day, such as inpatient hospital stays, 


this is the last date of service. For services that do not span more than one 


day it is the date of service. It is from the detail date of service as supplied on 


detail claims lines.


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines paydate Payment date


Date that the claim line is considered paid by the plan for general ledger 


purposes. The presence of the paid date does not necessarily indicate that 


the claim has been paid, but rather that the claim has been processed and 


may have been denied. 


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines paid Total payment


Amount in dollars that was paid by the payer to the service provider for the 


service.


copay Co-payment


Amount in dollars that is the portion of allowed amount applied to the 


member’s copay.


coins Co-insurance


Amount in dollars that is the portion of allowed amount applied to the 


member’s coinsurance.


deduct Deductible


Amount in dollars that is the portion of the allowed amount that was applied 


to the member’s deductible.


oop Patient pay amount Amount patient paid. 


tob Type of bill


Code for the type of bill on the UB form. The first digit of bill type encodes 


facility type (Hospital, Home Health, etc.), the second digit encodes bill 


classification (Inpatient, outpatient, etc.) and the third encodes claim 


frequency.


X 2011-2015 Needed to calculate number of cases by zipcode pos Place of service code


Industry standard place of service code. i.e. 20 = Urgent Care Facility, 21 = 


Inpatient Hospital, 34 = Hospice, etc.


X 2011-2015 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines revcode Revenue code


The revenue code from facility bills. It is a rollup of hospital services, e.g. 


0201= INTENSIVE CARE-SURGICAL, 0280 = ONCOLOGY-GENERAL 


CLASSIFICATION, 0512 = CLINIC-DENTAL CENTER, etc.


qty Quantity


For hospital inpatient services qty is the number of days spent in the facility. 


For hospital outpatient qty represents the number of unique events at the 


outpatient facility. For professional and ancillary services qty represents 


either the number of visits (for office visits, exams, chiro etc) or a number of 


procedures performed for non-visit professional services. Rx qty represents 


the number of prescriptions.


hcg HCG code


Heath Cost Guideline® MR Line code is the lowest level of the Milliman 


Health Cost Guideline service grouping system. The MR line groups all 


services into one of 107 categories, e.g. O12 = HOP Surgery, P14 = PHY 


Outpatient Surgery, etc.


filldate Fill date


Date prescription was filled. This date is from the date of service as supplied 


on detail claims lines. If this date is NULL the row represents an Incurred But 


Not Reported (IBNR) complete trends row and not an actual claim line item. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to create databases for inpatient and 


outpatient claims dx1 Principal diagnosis


The main or principal diagnosis ICD code associated with the service. ICD is 


the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health 


Problems that classifies diseases and a wide variety of signs, symptoms, 


abnormal findings, complaints, social circumstances, and external causes of 


injury or disease, e.g. 95909 = FACE & NECK INJURY, 78652 = PAINFUL 


RESPIRATION, etc.







Element Requested Years Requested Filters Applied Justification Extract Column Name Long Name Description


X 2011-2016


Needed to create databases for inpatient and 


outpatient claims dx2 Diagnosis 2
Secondary ICD diagnosis code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to create databases for inpatient and 


outpatient claims dx3 Diagnosis 3
Secondary ICD diagnosis code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to create databases for inpatient and 


outpatient claims dx4 Diagnosis 4
Secondary ICD diagnosis code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to create databases for inpatient and 


outpatient claims dx5 Diagnosis 5
Secondary ICD diagnosis code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to create databases for inpatient and 


outpatient claims dx6 Diagnosis 6
Secondary ICD diagnosis code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to create databases for inpatient and 


outpatient claims dx7 Diagnosis 7
Secondary ICD diagnosis code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to create databases for inpatient and 


outpatient claims dx8 Diagnosis 8
Secondary ICD diagnosis code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to create databases for inpatient and 


outpatient claims dx9 Diagnosis 9
Secondary ICD diagnosis code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to create databases for inpatient and 


outpatient claims dx10 Diagnosis 10
Secondary ICD diagnosis code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to create databases for inpatient and 


outpatient claims dx11 Diagnosis 11
Secondary ICD diagnosis code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to create databases for inpatient and 


outpatient claims dx12 Diagnosis 12
Secondary ICD diagnosis code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to create databases for inpatient and 


outpatient claims dx13 Diagnosis 13
Secondary ICD diagnosis code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim poa1 POA code 1


Present on admission flag for Primary diagnosis.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim poa2 POA code 2


Present on admission flag for diagnosis 2.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim poa3 POA code 3


Present on admission flag for diagnosis 3.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim poa4 POA code 4


Present on admission flag for diagnosis 4.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim poa5 POA code 5


Present on admission flag for diagnosis 5.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim poa6 POA code 6


Present on admission flag for diagnosis 6.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim poa7 POA code 7


Present on admission flag for diagnosis 7.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim poa8 POA code 8


Present on admission flag for diagnosis 8.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim poa9 POA code 9


Present on admission flag for diagnosis 9.







Element Requested Years Requested Filters Applied Justification Extract Column Name Long Name Description


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim poa10 POA code 10


Present on admission flag for diagnosis 10.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim poa11 POA code 11


Present on admission flag for diagnosis 11.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim poa12 POA code 12


Present on admission flag for diagnosis 12.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim poa13 POA code 13


Present on admission flag for diagnosis 13.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim px1 Principal inpt procedure


The main or principal surgery ICD code associated with the service. ICD is 


the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health 


Problems that classifies diseases and a wide variety of signs, symptoms, 


abnormal findings, complaints, social circumstances, and external causes of 


injury or disease, e.g. 0331 = SPINAL TAP, 9921 = INJECT ANTIBIOTIC, 


etc.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim px2 Procedure 2


Secondary ICD procedure code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim px3 Procedure 3


Secondary ICD procedure code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim px4 Procedure 4


Secondary ICD procedure code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim px5 Procedure 5


Secondary ICD procedure code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim px6 Procedure 6


Secondary ICD procedure code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim px7 Procedure 7


Secondary ICD procedure code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim px8 Procedure 8


Secondary ICD procedure code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim px9 Procedure 9


Secondary ICD procedure code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim px10 Procedure 10


Secondary ICD procedure code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim px11 Procedure 11


Secondary ICD procedure code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim px12 Procedure 12


Secondary ICD procedure code associated with the service. 







Element Requested Years Requested Filters Applied Justification Extract Column Name Long Name Description


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim px13 Procedure 13


Secondary ICD procedure code associated with the service. 


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines proccode CPT or HCPCS procedure code


The American Medical Association's Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) 


code or the Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) code; 


i.e. 90471 = IMMUNIZATION ADMIN, 80061 = LIPID PANEL, or 74170 = CT 


ABDOMEN W /O & W /DYE.


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines mod1 Procedure code modifier 1


The American Medical Association's CPT modifier that provides a means to 


indicate that a service or procedure was altered by specific circumstances, 


e.g. 2E = MLL (ACUTE LEUKEMIA), 7D = HFE (HEMOCHROMATOSIS), 


etc.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim mod2 Procedure code modifier 2


2nd modifier associated CPT code on claim.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim mod3 Procedure code modifier 3


3rd modifier associated CPT code on claim.


X 2011-2016


Needed to validate whether or not the procedures 


performed are relevant to the diagnoses on the claim mod4 Procedure code modifier 4


4th modifier associated CPT code on claim.


X 2011-2016


Needed to assess what MEG PID falls under, which 


might help us idenitfy cases that would have been 


missed megcode MEG code


Medical Episode Grouper (MEG) episode code. MEG is a proprietary 


grouping algorithm that creates episodes that describe a patient’s complete 


course of care for a single illness or condition.


X 2011-2016


Needed to assess what MEG PID falls under, which 


might help us idenitfy cases that would have been 


missed megdesc MEG description


Medical Episode Grouper (MEG) episode description.


X 2011-2016


Needed to assess what MEG PID falls under, which 


might help us idenitfy cases that would have been 


missed megbodysys MEG body system


Medical Episode Grouper (MEG) system in the body.


X 2011-2016


Needed to assess what MEG PID falls under, which 


might help us idenitfy cases that would have been 


missed megstage MEG stage


Medical Episode Grouper (MEG) stage of the given episode.


X 2011-2016


Needed to assess what MEG PID falls under, which 


might help us idenitfy cases that would have been 


missed megtype MEG type of care description


Medical Episode Grouper (MEG) type of episode, e.g. Acute, Chronic and 


Well Care


X 2011-2016


Needed to assess what MEG PID falls under, which 


might help us idenitfy cases that would have been 


missed megcomplete MEG episode completion


Medical Episode Grouper (MEG) indicator that episode is complete.


X 2011-2016


Needed to assess what MEG PID falls under, which 


might help us idenitfy cases that would have been 


missed megnum MEG episode number


Medical Episode Grouper (MEG) unique identifier for a single episode.


X 2011-2016


Needed to assess what MEG PID falls under, which 


might help us idenitfy cases that would have been 


missed megdays MEG episode duration in days


Medical Episode Grouper (MEG) duration of episode in days.


X 2011-2016


Needed to assess what MEG PID falls under, which 


might help us idenitfy cases that would have been 


missed megprorate MEG prorated episode count


Medical Episode Grouper (MEG) prorated episode allowed amount allocation 


for the given service line.  This field allows a user to sum detail lines for an 


overall episode count. Summing this field over all related service lines for a 


given episode will yield a result of 1.


X 2011-2016


Needed to assess what MEG PID falls under, which 


might help us idenitfy cases that would have been 


missed megoutlier MEG outlier indicator


Medical Episode Grouper (MEG) indicator for an outlier episode.







Element Requested Years Requested Filters Applied Justification Extract Column Name Long Name Description


X 2011-2016


Needed to assess what MEG PID falls under, which 


might help us idenitfy cases that would have been 


missed meglow MEG low outlier indicator


Medical Episode Grouper (MEG) indicator for low outlier episode.


X 2011-2016


Needed to assess what MEG PID falls under, which 


might help us idenitfy cases that would have been 


missed meghigh MEG high outlier indicator


Medical Episode Grouper (MEG) indicator for high outlier episode.


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines ndc NDC


National Drug Code is a unique product identifier for drugs, e.g. i.e. 


00006011731 = SINGULAIR, 00025152531 = CELEBREX, etc. NDCs are 


assigned by the US Food and Drug Administration. 


X 2011-2016


Needed to help  verify PID cases by matching them 


with PID pharmacuetical treatments rxclass NDC therapeutic class


A grouping of drugs with the same therapeutic properties as defined by Medi-


Span. It is the first 10 characters of Medi-Span's Generic Product Identifier 


(GPI), e.g. 4927002510 = *ULCER DRUGS* , 0120001010 = *PENICILLINS*, 


or 2810001010 = *THYROID AGENTS*.


brand Brand status


Indicates if the drug is available as a generic, multiple source brand (MSB), 


single source brand (SSB), or over the counter (OTC).


rxcompound Compound drug indicator Indicates if this is a compound drug. 


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines qtydisp Quantity dispensed Quantity of the prescription that was dispensed.


X 2011-2016


Needed to help  verify PID cases by matching them 


with PID pharmacuetical treatments rxdays Days supply
Number of days that the drug will last if taken at the prescribed dose.


daw Dispense as written code


Indicates if the physician has or has not authorized a substitution for the 


prescribed drug. ‘Y’ indicates the drug is to be dispensed as written; ‘N’ 


indicates a substitution is permissible.


ptstatus Discharge status


A two-character code that represents the disposition of the patient upon 


leaving the facility. If the patient died this event may be indicated here.


los Length of stay Length of stay as reported by data submitter 


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines msdrg MS-DRG


MedInsight Medicare Severity Diagnostic Related Group Code is the 


MedInsight derived MS-DRG code. The MS DRG is a Medicare grouping 


system that classifies inpatient hospital services into one of approximately 


750 groups. The codes in this column are for MS DRG version 25 and above. 


i.e. 864 = FEVER.


X 2011-2016


Necessary to validate claims believed to be for a 


specific condition and to analyze episodes by 


provider. attid Attending provider ID


ID number that represents the attending, servicing, or rendering provider. 


This is an internal ID to each payer and therefore cannot be used to track a 


provider across multiple payers.


X 2011-2016


Necessary to validate claims believed to be for a 


specific condition and to analyze episodes by 


provider. spec Provider specialty


Taxonomy code associated with attending provider. 


X 2011-2016 Necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines billid Billing provider ID


ID number that represents the billing entity. For medical claims, this is the 


billing provider ID. For pharmacy claims, this is the billing pharmacy ID. This 


is an internal ID to each payer and therefore cannot be used to track a 


provider across multiple payers.


X 2011-2016


Necessary to validate claims believed to be for a 


specific condition and to analyze episodes by 


provider. entity Provider entity name


Name of the entity that generated the bill for the service. For medical claims, 


this is the billing provider entity name. For pharmacy claims, this is the 


pharmacy name.


X 2011-2016 Needed to identify ICD9 and ICD10 codes icdver ICD version Indicates whether or not the claimline has ICD 10 (or higher) codes.  





